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Talk to be given at the U. Erlangen, Germany on 4/9/01: 
Phenomenology of Light Systems Using R-Matrix Theory 
Over the last 30 years, a program of R-matrix analyses has been carried out at Los 
Alamos in the mass range 2SA118 that gives useful information about the light systems. 
These analyses provide data for astrophysics, as well as for neutronic and thermonuclear 
applications, and can yield important constraints from the experimental measurements on 
the nature of few-body interactions. Following a brief introduction to R-matrix theory, I 
will describe recent work on reactions in the A=2 (NN) and A=4 systems. Finally, some 
comments will be made about extending the theory to complex energies in order to obtain 
information about resonances and other types of S-matrix singularities. 
METHODS FOR DATA EVALUATION 
Microscopic Models: R-Matrix Theory: Generalized Least 
phenomenology put into some physical constraints, Squares: 
the N-N potentials; results 
are "data quality" for A=2,3 
but flexible enough to fit 
most data for light systems 
almost completely 
mathematical; can fit any data 
INTERIOR (Many-Body) REGION 
(Microscopic Calculations) \ ASYMPTOTIC REGION (S-matrix, phase shifts, etc.) 
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discrete spectrum; 
eigenfunctions in 
Hilbert space 
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keeping in mind that 
R -+ S Relations 
The matching equation gives 
T = o-'R~o-'  FO- l ,  F = Im(O), 
with 
S = l + 2 i T  
satisfying generalized unitarity, causality, etc., everywhere in the 
complex plane. 
Physical Constraints in R-matrix Theory 
Unitarity (Sst = stS = 1): 
Comes from R, hermitian (real, symmetric); results in 0,' = 
on oLaw, and constraints linking S-matrix elements for different reactions. 
ocqc , limits 
C' 
Causality (U+(t) = 0 for t e  0): 
Comes from R, having no poles on the physical sheet (other than bound 
states); results in limits on how fast phase shifts can change with energy. 
Truncation of the Nuclear Partial Wave Series: 
Comes from finite channel radii (short-ranged SI) and the Coulomb/angular- 
momentum barrier. Assures reasonable behavior of low-energy cross 
sections. 
Built-In Symmetries of the Strong Interactions (SI): 
Conservation of J" 
Time-reversal invariance (R, S symmetric) 
Approximate Symmetries of SI: 
Charge independence (charge symmetry) 
Example: 2 X 2 S-Matrix 
in Stapp's Parametrization 
- Energy Dependent Analysis Code 
Data-related 
param@ters: 
normalizations 
energy shifts 
i 4 calculate 
Scattering obsenrables 
using Wolfenstein tram 
fomalisna, 
Adjust parramctcrs 
for minimum x 2  
Capabilities and Features 
1) Accomodates general (spins, masses, charges) two-body channels 
2) Uses relativistic kinematics and R-matrix formulation 
3) Calculates general scattering observables for 2 + 2 processes 
4) Has rather general data-handling capabilities 
5 )  Uses modified variable-metric search algorithm that gives 
parameter covariances at a solution. 
Covariances 
Input: 
For measured observables 0, = R, Nn , it is assumed that the Ri and Nn are 
mutually uncorrelated, so that 
COV( R, , Rj ) = (AR, ) f i i ,  
cov(Nn,N,)=(mn)2fin,, 
cov(R, , Nn ) = 0, 
and thus 
output: 
First-order propagation of error gives at the solution 
with the parameter covariance matrix given by 
C = 2G-', 
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Charge-independent A = 4 R-matrix Analysis 
T=l  T=O, I 
Internal Coulomb correction: 
cjf 0 (but small) 
%nt = "/p 3He 
0- 20 MeV A=4, T=l Analysis 
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4He System Analysis 
Channel lmax 
P - t  3 
n-3He 3 
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Reaction Enerav Ranae # Observable Tvpes# Data Points 
T(P1P)T Ep=O-ll MeV 3 
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Totals: 28 4652 
Properties. of Quasistationary D-ecaying States 
in the Complex Momentum Plane 
I 
Summary and Outlook 
Multichannel R-matrix parametrizations contain much useful information 
about light nuclei. At physical energies, one obtains smoothed 
interpolations and extrapolations of the experimental data, as well as 
energy-dependent S-matrix elements for all (two-body) reactions. 
A relatively straightforward continuation of the S matrix to complex 
energies gives information about the resonances in light systems. 
Three-body-force effects appear to be even more striking in the A=4 
system than in A=3. Conventional three-body interactions cannot 
account for the differences seen between the calculations including two- 
body forces only and P-wave phase shifts extracted from the 
experimental data. 
Further work on the A=3 system will provide high-precision S-matrix 
elements to compare with microscopic calculations. Nucleon exchange 
effects are very important for N+d scattering, and may contribute to the 
virtual state seen in the J=1/2 S-wave. 
